IMI is presenting its latest products and capabilities at
MSPO 2013
;

Ramat Hasharon, Israel, September 3, 2013 - Israel Military Industries
Ltd. (IMI) is attending the 21st MSPO International Defense Industry
Exhibition, held in Kielce, Poland, September 2-5, 2013. IMI is located in Hall
E, Stand 15 (E-15). On display are various offensive and defensive solutions
suitable for the Polish Armed forces’ modernization requirements. Among
these:
• Two 120mm tank cartridges: the M339 - a High-Explosive Multi-Purpose
(HE-MP) tank cartridge for long-range engagement of targets such as Light
Armored Vehicles (LAVs), bunkers and infantry, and the M322 - a
combat-proven Kinetic-Energy (KE) cartridge capable of defeating modern
armor systems.
• An

array

of

infantry

weapon

systems

and

solutions,

including

the

GMM120 – a precision-guided 120mm mortar bomb with a GPS and/or SAL
(Semi-Active Laser) seeker - providing infantry with accurate “pocket
artillery” and the MPRS – an advanced 40mm Air-Burst grenade rifle
system, enabling improved lethality and effectiveness against various
targets, both exposed and behind cover.
• Air-to-ground weapon systems and munitions: MPR 500 - a combat-proven
500lb. multi-purpose rigid penetration and surface attack bomb with MK-84
effectiveness in MK-82 dimensions and MARS - a rocket-powered,
long-range, precision weapon system for aerial salvo strike of a variety of

targets (communication installations, air force bases, air defense sites,
logistics centers, etc).

IMI is highlighting its wide range of artillery rocket systems and projectiles, as
well as several affordable, lightweight close air support munitions: WHIP
SHOT – a 15kg precision strike weapon for light air support (LAS) aircraft and
FASTLIGHT 30/100 – a new family of long-range precision-gliding air-tosurface bombs with a highly-effective 3-mode fuze and a gliding range of more
than 50 km.

Further on display are the company's latest aircraft survivability and protection
solutions: ADVANCED IR SPECTRAL DECOY FLARES for fixed-wing and
rotary combat aircraft and the MINI-SAMP – a new Mini Countermeasures
Dispenser System and Mini IR Decoy Flare, capable of defeating most modern
IR-seeking MANPADS and air-to-air missiles using 1/3 the weight and length
of standard countermeasures.

